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A salient feature of cyclically driven first-order phase transformations in crystals is their scale-free
avalanche dynamics. This behavior has been linked to the presence of a classical critical point but
the mechanism leading to criticality without extrinsic tuning remains unexplained. Here we show
that the source of scaling in such systems is an annealed disorder associated with transformation-
induced slip which co-evolves with the phase transformation, thus ensuring the crossing of a critical
manifold. Our conclusions are based on a model where annealed disorder emerges in the form
of a random field induced by the phase transition. Such disorder leads to super-transient chaotic
behavior under thermal loading, obeys a heavy-tailed distribution and exhibits long-range spatial
correlations. We show that the universality class is affected by the long-range character of elastic
interactions. In contrast, it is not influenced by the heavy-tailed distribution and spatial correlations
of disorder.
The ubiquitous presence of scale-free avalanche behav-
ior during structural transformations in crystals [1–4] is
in an apparent contradiction with the first-order nature
of the underlying phase transitions. This question has at-
tracted considerable attention [5–13] not only due to its
theoretical interest, but also because of the widespread
use of transforming materials, e.g. shape memory al-
loys, in applications [14, 15]. The study of intermit-
tency in such systems is important because the rearrange-
ments of microstructural morphologies associated with
avalanches [16] can perilously interfere with material and
structural response at sub-micron scale preventing reli-
able control of the pseudo-plastic deformation [17–19].
Avalanche dynamics with power-law statistics [20, 21]
is an inherent feature of a broad variety of natural sys-
tems from neural networks [22] and animal herds [23] to
tectonic faults [24] and stellar flares [25]. To explain the
mechanism responsible for scale-free regimes in such sys-
tems, a number of general paradigms have been proposed,
including implicit external tuning [26, 27], the involve-
ment of nonlocal restoring fields [28, 29], the inherent
complexity of the quenched energy landscapes [30], and
the multiplicative structure of the endogenous noise [31].
Controversy surrounds, in particular, the scale-free in-
termittent response of solid materials undergoing first-
order phase transitions. Various proposed mechanisms of
scaling in such systems which do not require external tun-
ing to a critical point range from depinning, as in the case
of disordered ferromagnets [29], to inertia-induced nucle-
ation [7] reminiscent of turbulence. A radically different
perspective would be that a classical critical point [32] is
involved, however, this scenario in athermal systems re-
quires a particular degree of quenched disorder [33–36].
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The ubiquity of scaling would then mean that either the
critical region is sufficiently wide to be routinely crossed
in the course of periodic driving [26, 37], or that there
exists a feedback mechanism fine tuning the system to a
critical point. The critical point scenario appears to be
backed by experimental data [9] showing that at least in
some types of crystals the power-law avalanching during
thermal driving takes place at a particular value of the
driving parameter without any a priori tuning of disor-
der.
An important feature of criticality in structural trans-
formations is that scaling behavior does not emerge until
the system is cyclically driven through the phase transi-
tion several times, i.e. until it is trained [38, 39]. This
is an indication that power-law behavior in such systems
may be an outcome of the development, parallel to the
transformation, of a sizable self-induced disorder associ-
ated, for instance, with dislocational activity [8, 10, 39].
Indeed, limited plasticity is known to accompany at least
some martensitic phase changes [40–42].
In this paper, we reinforce the critical point perspective
on the avalanche behavior during structural phase tran-
sitions and, at the same time, show that it is compatible
with the idea of self-organization to criticality through
cycling. Our conclusions are based on a simple model
which reconciles the singular nature of a critical point
with the occurrence of scaling which does not require
extrinsic tuning. We reduce a classical continuum de-
scription of crystal deformation to a (pseudo)spin model
of the random field type with athermal dynamics [8, 10]
and study the behavior of transformation-induced dislo-
cations as they co-evolve with the phase transition. We
link the scale-free response with the crossing of a critical
manifold in the temperature-disorder parameter space.
We show that for thermally driven materials such ‘en-
counters’ with criticality are robust under cyclic loading
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2due to the feedback between the primary order parameter
(describing the phase transformation) and a secondary
order parameter (describing plasticity).
Our results offer a novel perspective on the link be-
tween disorder and scale-free avalanching suggesting that
the presence of a co-evolving field is a fundamental mech-
anism of robust scaling, in the line of [43]. A similar
mechanism is expected to be operative in other systems
with local multi-stability and evolving (annealed) disor-
der, for instance, during quasi-plastic response of granu-
lar media and amorphous solids [44, 45].
The paper is organized as follows. The model is intro-
duced in Sec. I and is used in Sec. II to study intermittent
fluctuations of mechanical quantities during thermal cy-
cling. The critical behavior of avalanches is analyzed in
Sec. III. In Sec. IV we address the problem of marginal
stability in the critical regime. Our conclusions are sum-
marized in Sec. V.
I. THE MODEL
We study a first-order structural phase transition in
a 2D crystalline solid from a high-temperature square
phase (austenite) to a low-temperature oblique phase
(martensite). The deformation is described in terms of
a set of L× L kinematically compatible multistable dis-
crete elements, see [8, 10]. Each element models a ho-
mogeneous deformation at a mesoscopic scale [46] while
their ensemble describes heterogeneous deformations at
the macroscopic scale (see Fig. 1).
(a) Reference - Square (b) Deformed – Square/Oblique
FIG. 1. (Color online) Description of a 2D crystalline solid
using kinematically compatible elements. Each element rep-
resents a region at a mesoscopic scale where the deformation
of the lattice is homogeneous, as shown by the insets. When
an element is sheared to configurations such as S+ in Fig. 3,
dislocations are created in the square lattice [8, 10, 47].
A. Kinematics
We take the square lattice in the austenite phase as the
reference configuration; the linear size of the mesoscopic
elements in this configuration will be used as the unit of
length (Fig. 1(a)). The deformation of the crystal is given
by the displacements of the vertices of the mesoscopic el-
ements, ~ui,j = (u
x
i,j , u
y
i,j), where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , L. The
field ~ui,j can be expected to be highly inhomogeneous in
the low-temperature phase exhibiting a meso-scale mix-
ture of the square phase coexisting with different variants
of the oblique phase (Fig. 1(b)).
ui+1,j
xui,j
x
ui,j+1
x
bi,j bi+1,j
1+ai,j+1
1+ai,j
(a) Displacement (b) Strain
FIG. 2. (Color online) Panel (a) indicates the displacement
fields uxi,j , u
x
i+1,j and u
x
i,j+1 defining the strain variables αi,j
and βi,j shown in (b).
To keep the model minimal, we assume that the crystal
is highly anisotropic and the displacement field is scalar.
This is a common assumption used in the studies of de-
pinning transitions [48] and dislocation dynamics [49?
–52]. More precisely, we will only allow displacements in
the horizontal direction by setting uyi,j ≡ 0, see Fig. 2(a).
Such a kinematic constraint reduces the four variants of
oblique martensite in unconstrained conditions to two.
It also allows the strain tensor to be reduced to two
fields [53]: A horizontal strain,
αi,j = u
x
i+1,j − uxi,j , i = 1, . . . , L− 1, j = 1, . . . , L ,
which is a non-order parameter variable and a shear
strain
βi,j = u
x
i,j+1 − uxi,j , i = 1, . . . , L, j = 1, . . . , L− 1 ,
which is the order parameter for the square-oblique trans-
formation (see Fig. 2(b)). They are not independent due
to the constraint of geometric compatibility [46, 54, 55].
In our model compatibility reduces to the following rela-
tions,
βi,j − βi+1,j = αi,j − αi,j+1 , i, j = 1, . . . , L− 1 , (1)
which can be understood graphically from Fig. 2(b).
In this kinematic description, the stress-free, unde-
formed austenite square configuration, S, corresponds to
αi,j = βi,j = 0; the transformation strains describing the
two stress-free variants of oblique martensite, O1 and O2,
are αi,j = 0 and βi,j = ±, where 0 <  < 1/2 is the
transformation strain. Depending on the value of , it
has been common to distinguish weak, almost reversible
phase transformations ( ∼ 0) from reconstructive trans-
formations ( ∼ 1/2) [56]. In Section II C we propose a
more precise classification of materials depending on the
value of .
3Note that, despite the simplifications introduced by
the kinematic constraint, our model respects the multi-
variant character of the low-symmetry phase, and in-
cludes the crucial effects of nonlocality (induced by elas-
tic compatibility) that separate diffusionless structural
transformations from other first-order phase transitions.
B. Elastic energy
We write the dimensionless energy of the system in the
form
Φ =
∑
i,j
φ(αi,j , βi,j) , (2)
where
φ(α, β) =
c
2
α2 + f(β, T ) (3)
is the energy of an element. It will be clear later on
that the parameter c describes the coupling between lat-
tice cells (mesoscopic elements) with different values of
β. Within our 2D setting c mimics the ratios of elastic
constants (C11 − C12)/(4C44) or C11/C66 [57, 58].
We account for the lattice periodicity through the con-
dition
f(β, T ) = f(β + d, T ),
where d ∈ Z is an integer-valued variable describing
slip [47, 56, 59, 60].
For analytical transparency we proceed as in [8, 10]
assuming that at a given temperature T the function
f(β, T ) is piece-wise parabolic, with minima placed at
β = (s + d), see Fig. 3. The potential within each well
is given by
f(βi,j ;T ) =
1
2
(βi,j − (si,j + di,j))2 + 2τ(T )s2i,j , (4)
where the function τ(T ) represents the thermal driving.
The choice of the relevant period of f(β, T ) of an ele-
ment i, j is specified by the integer-valued variable di,j .
Similarly, the spin variable si,j selects, for a given di,j ,
between the austenite (si,j = 0) and two variants of
martensite (si,j = ±1). The bottoms of the wells are
located at βi,j = di,j + si,j , while the limits of stability
of individual energy wells correspond to intersections of
adjacent parabolas. The stability conditions for a given
well are conveniently expressed in terms of the relative
elastic strain,
γ = −1(β − (s+ d)) , (5)
which measures (in units of ) the distance from bottom
of the corresponding energy well. Thus, an element in
the austenite phase (s = 0) is stable if γAM (τ)− |γ| > 0
and an element in martensite phase (s = ±1) is stable if
|γ| − γMA(τ) > 0 and γS()− |γ| > 0. Here
γAM(τ) = τ +
1
2 , (6)
γMA(τ) = τ − 12 , (7)
γS() =
1
2 − 1 , (8)
are the stability limits for austenite-martensite (AM),
martensite-austenite (MA) and slip (S) changes, respec-
tively. Note that the dependence on τ is fully ac-
counted for by the limits for phase transitions, γAM(τ)
and γMA(τ); the dependence on  is carried by the limit
γS() for slip changes.
s = −1 s = 0 s = +1
d = 0 d = +1
β−ǫ 0 ǫ 12 1
f(β, T )
ǫ2
τ
(T
)
O2 S O1 O+2 S+
FIG. 3. (Color online) Piece-wise parabolic function f(β, T )
giving the periodic energy of a mesoscopic element. The insets
on top show in red (grey) the shape of the elements sitting
in the bottoms of the wells; the dashed lines indicate the
associated lattice structure. The elementary shapes in the
domain with d = 0 correspond to elements in square austenite,
S, and two variants of oblique martensite, O1 and O2. The
rest of shapes correspond to slipped lattices that are identical
to those of the basic shapes (compare the dashed lines).
C. Thermal driving
As in typical experiments [1–4, 9], we assume that τ(T )
varies periodically. Thermal fluctuations are assumed to
be negligible at the time scale of the driving which im-
plies, in particular, that a configuration can become un-
stable only as a result of the variation of τ(T ). This is
a reasonable approximation for a wide range of athermal
structural transformations [61]. Under quasi-static driv-
ing [62], the strain variables α = {αi,j} and β = {βi,j}
of an athermal overdamped system vary smoothly while
the configuration fields s = {si,j} and d = {di,j} re-
main fixed. At the point where the stability condition
is violated by at least one of the mesoscopic elements,
an avalanche occurs which typically includes several up-
dates of the configuration fields until the system stabi-
lizes in a new state (s,d). We use synchronous dynamics
4for the updates of s and d during the propagation of the
avalanche [63, 64]; quasi-static driving is implemented by
keeping τ(T ) constant during the avalanche. Once the
avalanche finishes, the variation of τ(T ) resumes and the
system evolves elastically along the new equilibrium state
until another avalanche begins. The size of an avalanche
is defined as the number of transformation events dur-
ing the avalanche. This includes both phase transition
(changing s) and slip (changing d). We have checked
that defining the avalanche size only as the number of
phase transition events does not change our conclusions.
We note that, in the regime of quasi-static driving and
athermal dynamics, the transformation strain  and the
coupling strength c are the only parameters of the model.
D. Elastic interactions and slip disorder
During the quiescent periods with fixed s and d, the
system is in equilibrium with respect to α and β. The
equilibria correspond to the stationary points of the en-
ergy Φ (Eq. (2)) subject to the compatibility conditions
(Eq. (1)). In Appendix A we show that the relative elas-
tic strain in such equilibrium states is
γ = J · s+ h, (9)
where h = J ·d/. The kernel J = {Ji,j,k,l} characterizes
the system response (strain redistribution) induced by a
shear event in a single element [65, 66]. In particular, the
strain increment in an element (k, l) induced by the phase
transition of an element (i, j) is δγk,l = Jk,l,i,jδsi,j , where
δsi,j = ±1 is the increment of the phase variable si,j .
Similarly, the formation of a dislocation dipole (plastic
slip event) [10, 51, 52] at (i, j) induces a strain change
δγk,l = Jk,l,i,j(δsi,j + 
−1δdi,j), where δdi,j = ±1 and
δsi,j = −2δdi,j , giving δγk,l = ±(−1 − 2)Jk,l,i,j .
As shown in Appendix A, J in our problem can be
calculated explicitly in real space which contrasts many
other studies where only the Fourier image of an elastic
propagator is known [46, 54, 55, 58, 65, 67]). Thus, fig-
ure 4(a) illustrates the elastic interaction of the central
element with the surrounding elements. It has a dipolar
structure and involves both ferro and anti-ferromagnetic
contributions as in, e.g. [51, 52]. The absence of a tra-
ditional quadrupolar structure is a consequence of the
extreme anisotropy of our model [46, 54, 55, 58, 65, 67].
The assumed anisotropy, however, does not affect the r−2
decay of J with distance which is typical for 2D elastic
solids [46, 54, 55, 58, 65, 67], see Fig. 4(a).
The auxiliary field h introduced in Eq. (9) allows us to
establish a formal link between this model and the more
conventional random field models (RFMs) with quenched
disorder [5, 33, 34]. Indeed, its effect on the phase tran-
sition (variables s) is analogous to that of random fields
in RFMs. In this analogy, the mesoscopic elements are
identified with the spins in RFMs while the relative elas-
tic strain, γ, stands for the effective local field. Even
though the field h, which we formally call ‘slip disorder’,
1 10 100
r
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
|J|
Horizontal
Vertical
(a) (b)
FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Interaction J of an element at the
center of a system of size L = 51 with the rest of elements in
the system (c = 0.2). Red, white and blue colors indicate pos-
itive, zero, and negative values of J, respectively. (b) Decay
of the absolute value of J with distance, r, from the element
at the center of the system along the horizontal and vertical
directions shown with dotted lines in (a). The dashed line
indicates the r−2 decay.
is deterministic, it can be highly heterogeneous in mate-
rials with high  (see Fig. 5(a)). What makes our model
different, however, is the annealed character of such a
disorder: the field h is caused by the slip d which is
dynamically induced by the phase transition. The fact
that our thermal driving cannot induce slip directly is a
characteristic feature of the model.
The competing positive and negative contributions to
J lead to frustration revealed through the formation
of heterogeneous phase microstructures at low temper-
atures (see Fig. 5(b)) akin the ones that are typically
observed in martensites [8, 10, 13–16, 46, 68] and ferroe-
lastics [12, 69]. Microstructures of this type are also typ-
ical for other systems with competing interactions [70].
In systems with large enough , phase heterogeneity
will necessarily lead to the similar heterogeneity of the
field of plastic slip d (Fig. 5(c)). The heterogeneity of
d, amplified by the complexity of the elastic interaction
kernel J, generates the slip disorder h which, in turn,
will contribute to the heterogeneity of the transforma-
tion. The study of the outcome of the implied feedback
constitutes the main subject of this paper.
II. EFFECTS OF THERMAL CYCLING
With elastic fields adiabatically eliminated (see Ap-
pendix A), our dynamical system becomes an integer-
valued automaton in terms of the fields (s,d) which is
easy to simulate. We begin thermal loading from an
equilibrium state with τ > 1/2 where all elements are
in the austenite phase (s = 0). A minimal initial slip
disorder is introduced by setting d = 1 in the element
(i, j) = (L/2, L/2), and it is assumed that d = 0 every-
where else. We then change the temperature τ periodi-
cally, for different fixed values of .
In all numerical experiments we set c = 0.2 which is
a representative value for shape-memory alloys for which
5(a) Field h (b) Field s (c) Field d
FIG. 5. (Color online) Spatial configuration of (a) the slip disorder, h, (b) the field of phases, s, and (c) the slip field, d, in
the low-temperature phase after 104 cycles (blue and red correspond to negative and positive values) of a system with L = 51
undergoing a close-to-reconstructive transition with  = 0.48.
both ratios (C11−C12)/(4C44) and C11/C66 are typically
between 0.1 and 2, see [57, 58]. The dependence of the
transformation scenario on c is interesting and will be
discussed elsewhere.
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ǫ = 0.37 ǫ = 0.48
FIG. 6. (Color online) Fraction of elements transformed
to martensite, q(τ), and standard deviation of the slip dis-
order, ∆(τ), for (a,c)  = 0.37 and (b,d)  = 0.48 in se-
ries of 20 cycles. Different colors correspond to different cy-
cles, as indicated by the colorbox in (c). Simulations corre-
spond to systems of size L = 51. The initial slip disorder is
∆0() = ( L
2)−1
∑
i,j J
2
i,j,L/2,L/2 = 7.6× 10−3/.
A. Hysteresis loops
The behavior of the system depends crucially on the
choice of the transformation strain  as we illustrate in
Fig. 6. We follow the evolution of the transformed frac-
tion to martensite,
q(τ) = L−2
∑
i,j
s2i,j , (10)
and the co-evolution of the slip disorder h, which is traced
through the standard deviation,
∆(τ) =
L−2∑
i,j
h2i,j
1/2 , (11)
where we have used the fact that the mean value of h is
zero.
We show two sets of data, for weak transformations
with  . 1/3 and for close-to-reconstructive transforma-
tions with  ∼ 1/2. For weak transformations, the func-
tion q(τ) describes asymmetric cycles with an embedded
infinite avalanche (‘snap’) during cooling runs and small
avalanches (‘pop’) during heating runs (see Fig. 6(a)).
This is the usual asymmetry of the transformed frac-
tion in transitions to multivariant phases [5, 11]. Instead,
for close-to-reconstructive transformations the cycles are
more symmetric, rounded and reproducible already after
few cycles (see Fig. 8(b)), in contrast to what is known
for models with quenched disorder [5, 11].
The disorder ∆(τ) co-evolves with the phase transi-
tion, increasing when cooling and decreasing when heat-
ing. The presence of slip is much more pronounced close
to  = 1/2 when the stability limit γS() is low and dis-
locations form easily [47, 56, 71]. Instead, for  . 1/3
the dislocation activity is negligible because of the large
barriers associated with these regimes [10].
For systems with small transformation strain, the func-
tion ∆(τ) exhibits a very short transient with non-
periodic dynamics followed by a sudden collapse to a
periodic regime with a small hysteresis for ∆(τ) (see
Fig. 6(c)). The slip disorder is small and is practically
quenched.
In the regime with large  ∼ 1/2, where the slip dis-
order is annealed, we observe a lack of reproducibility
of the disorder fluctuations from cycle to cycle and a
considerably larger hysteresis for ∆(τ). We now show
that systems with large  eventually settle on a periodic
regime. The transition to such regime, however, occurs
after a significantly larger number of cycles than in the
case of weak transformations.
6B. Long chaotic transients
To understand the delayed synchronization of slip
disorder with thermal cycling in the case of close-to-
reconstructive transformations, we studied the behavior
of the extremal values of ∆ corresponding to the austen-
ite and martensite phases, ∆A and ∆M, respectively. In
Fig. 7 we see that the behavior of these two quantities is
irregular for a large number of cycles before it abruptly
becomes periodic. This is observed in the regimes where
disorder is annealed (for  & 0.3) and the duration of
stochastic transients, ns, increases exponentially with the
system size and , see Fig. 8(a). We also observe a sen-
sitive dependence of ns on the initial conditions (e.g. on
the location of the initial slip).
The indicated features of the dynamics are typical
for super-transient chaotic phenomena [72, 73] and
have been also observed in cyclically driven amorphous
solids [74, 75]. In view of these analogies, we can ar-
gue that the basin of attraction of the synchronized be-
havior in our model is narrow and finding this attractor
becomes increasingly difficult as the system gains access
to a larger configurations space by generating slip. In
the thermodynamic limit, the synchronized behavior in
such systems is usually unreachable and therefore super-
transients become a central object of interest (as in the
case of turbulence in pipe flows [76]).
0 10000 20000 30000
Number of cycles
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Long chaotic transient followed by
an abrupt transition to a periodic regime in the case of close-
to-reconstructive transformation.The extreme values ∆M and
∆A in each cycle are presented. Data corresponds to a system
of size L = 51 and  = 0.431.
To study the statistics of the annealed slip disorder h
during super-transients, we can exploit the statistical sta-
tionarity of the signal by pooling over long series of cycles
(at least Ncyc ∼ 104). For a given quantity a (e.g. ∆(τ))
taking values {an} in a series of Ncyc thermal cycles, we
consider averages over cycles, a¯ = N−1cyc
∑
n an. Figure
8(b) shows the mean amplitude of the slip disorder fluc-
tuations averaged over thermal cycles, ∆M−∆A. We see
once again that, despite the fact that transformation-
induced slip takes place for  & 0.3, its hysteretic re-
sponse (shown in Fig. 6(d)) only unlocks for  & 0.35
when ∆M − ∆A starts to deviate from zero. Note that
∆M −∆A exhibits a more irregular dependence on  for
smaller system sizes while the overall behavior is only
weakly dependent on the system size.
100
102
104
n
s
L = 31
L = 51
L = 81
0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45
ε
0
0.1
0.2
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-
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(b)
FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Log-normal plot of the length ns
of (super)transients vs.  for systems of three different sizes
marked by the legend. (b) Mean amplitude ∆M −∆A of the
slip disorder vs.  for the same system sizes as in (a).
C. Dynamical regimes - Material types
Our numerical experiments allow us to identify four
distinct types of materials, depending on the value of
the transformation strain . They are associated with
qualitatively different dynamic responses to the periodic
driving. Regime I corresponds to systems with  . 0.3
when the phase transition is weak in the sense that it
does not induce slip deformation. Regime I′ corresponds
to systems with 0.3 .  . 0.35 which can generate some
slip disorder during the first transformation cycle but it
remains quenched afterwards. Regime II corresponds
to values of the transformation strain in the interval
0.35 .  . 0.45. In this regime, slip disorder co-evolves
with the phase transition indefinitely, describing hystere-
sis loops in which disorder increases significantly during
cooling runs and decreases equally significantly during
heating runs. The fluctuations of disorder between cy-
cles in this regime are first chaotic, however, the system
eventually synchronizes with the driving. The synchro-
nization takes place after a number of cooling-heating
cycles which increases exponentially with increasing 
and the system size. Regime II′ corresponds to systems
with  & 0.45 which, as shown below, exhibit scale-free
avalanche dynamics. In this regime, the chaotic super-
transients for slip disorder are extremely long (ns > 10
5)
and we were not able to reach synchronization in our
experiments.
Using the language of materials science, we can say
that solids operating in Regimes I and I′ are not train-
able. Training observed in many martensites can be ef-
fective in regimes II and II′ and the rest of the paper will
be devoted to a more detailed study of the corresponding
properties.
7-0.5 -0.4 -0.3
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ε = 0.48
τ
c
FIG. 9. (Color online) Temperature dependence of the mean
standard deviation of the slip disorder, ∆(τ), during cooling
runs (cycles 400− 104) for L = 51 and several values of , as
marked by the legend.
III. STATISTICS DURING SUPERTRANSIENTS
IN REGIMES II AND II′
To study statistics of the ‘unlocked’ disorder h in
Regimes II and II′, we focus on super-transients and use
sufficiently long series of cycles to perform averaging (at
least 104). Given the relative symmetry of cooling and
heating in these regimes (see Fig. 6(a)), we mostly report
results for cooling runs. Some results on heating runs are
also presented to confirm their statistical similarity with
those occurring during cooling runs.
We first show that for materials with  & 0.35 which
are in regimes II and II′, the standard deviation averaged
over cycles, ∆(τ), smoothly increases with decreasing τ
(see Fig. 9). The build up of disorder, however, accel-
erates considerably around τc ' −0.385 where most of
the phase transition from austenite to martensite phase
takes place. The precise value τc ' −0.385 is estimated
in Sec. III B.
A. Correlated non-Gaussian disorder
The probability distribution of slip disorder D(h|τ) in
these regimes is a heavy-tailed distribution for all τ with
relatively narrower peak and wider tails than a Gaussian
distribution with the same mean and standard deviation,
see Fig. 10. The non-Gaussian character of D(h|τ) can
be systematically studied as a function of τ in terms of
the excess kurtosis [77] averaged over cycles:
Ke(τ) =
ν4(τ)
∆4(τ)
− 3 . (12)
Here ν4(τ) = L
−2∑
i,j h
4
i,j is the 4
th central moment of
the slip disorder field. Figure 11 shows that Ke exhibits a
peak corresponding to a maximal deviation from a Gaus-
sian distribution during the phase transition around τc
where the slip activity is maximal.
The non-Gaussian nature of the slip disorder reveals
itself through the emergence of large correlated domains,
see Fig. 5(a). Similar spatial correlations have been re-
ported for dislocation patterns in martensites [78] and
plastic activity in amorphous materials [66, 79].
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Log-normal plot of the distribu-
tion D(h|τ) for evolving disorder at three values of τ (marked
by dot-dashed vertical lines in Fig. 9). Data correspond to
cooling runs (cycles 400 − 104) in a system with L = 51 and
 = 0.48.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Temperature dependence of the ex-
cess kurtosis, Ke, corresponding to slip disorder during cycles
400− 104 in a system of size L = 51 and several values of .
For a given value of τ , we define the spatial correlations
of h averaged over cycles as follows:
Ch(r) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1card(Pr) ∑Pr hi,jhi′,j′
∣∣∣∣∣ . (13)
Note that we take here the absolute value of correlations,
denoted by | · |. We denoted by Pr the set of pairs of el-
ements at (i, j) and (i′, j′) that are a distance r from
each other; card(Pr) is the number of such pairs. Figure
12 shows that Ch(r) decays as r
−2 in the whole range
of loading. Such correlations, that reproduce the decay
of the elastic kernel, reflect the scale free nature of the
elastic interactions (described by J) which mediate the
evolution of the field h. The influence of J on the corre-
lations of the slip disorder is obvious from the definition
of h = J ·d/: since the slip field d is dominated by large
homogeneous domains (see Fig. 5), the r−2 decay in h is
predominantly associated with J.
B. Avalanches
If instead of slip disorder we now focus on the trans-
formation itself, we observe that for materials in regime
II′ ( & 0.45) the avalanche size distribution D(s|τ) ex-
hibits extended power-law scaling around τc, see Fig. 13.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Spatial correlation function of dis-
order, Ch(r) in systems of size L = 51 in regime II
′. Ch(r)
decreases in a similar way for all values of τ ; the dashed line
illustrates the r−2 decay.
A maximum likelihood fit [77, 80] with
D(S|τ) ∼ S−κe−λS
gives at this point λ = 0 and κ ' 1.1 (see Fig. 14).
The power-law behavior at τc is illustrated in Figure 15
which shows examples of the fits to D(s|τ) in regime II′
for  = 0.46 and 0.48. The behavior at other values of τ is
subcritical (‘pop’) with λ > 0. In contrast, for materials
with  . 0.45, the dislocation activity is too weak to
ensure ‘criticality’ and during each cycle the parameter
λ assumes negative values.
The fit to the data for  = 0.43 (regime II) in Fig. 15
shows that λ < 0 is associated with a characteristic peak
in D(s|τ) at large avalanche sizes. This indicates the oc-
currence of snap events analogous to an infinite avalanche
in weakly disordered RFMs [5, 33, 34, 36].
Figure 16 illustrates the fitting of a function D(S|τ) ∼
S−κe−λS to the avalanche size distribution for heating
runs. The parameter λ approaches the zero value corre-
sponding to a power-law distribution at τhc ' −0.4. The
value of κ at τhc is compatible with the value κ = 1.1
obtained for cooling runs, suggesting that the system be-
longs to the same universality class for cooling and heat-
ing runs. Note that λ does not get so close to zero dur-
ing heating runs as for cooling runs (cf. Fig. 14). This
suggests a slight asymmetry between cooling and heat-
ing runs with the behavior being closer to critical during
cooling runs. Besides that, the value of τhc where λ is
closer to zero shows a stronger dependence on  for heat-
ing runs than for cooling runs.
The observed scaling behavior for systems in regime
II′ at τc ' −0.385 is an indication of the closeness to
a critical manifold in the space spanned by structural
parameters (transformation strain), driving parameters
(temperature in our case) and annealed disorder (vari-
ance of slip). We conjecture that for structural trans-
formations in the regime II′ which generate enough slip,
the periodically driven system ratchets in the space of
parameters until it eventually approaches or even crosses
such manifold. The fact that the ensuing scaling with-
out extrinsic tuning of disorder and that criticality only
occurs at a critical value of the driving parameter, ex-
plain the experiments presented in [9]. Also note that
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Avalanche size distribution at given
temperature, D(s|τ), for cooling runs in a system with  =
0.48 and L = 51. Note that τ decreases from left to right
while ∆ is increasing as shown in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Temperature dependence of (a) the
power-law exponent κ and (b) the cut-off parameter λ of the
avalanche size distribution for heating runs. Different symbol
types correspond to different values of , as marked by the
legend. Dashed circles show the parameters of fits to D(S|τ)
in systems with Gaussian, quenched and uncorrelated (GQU)
random variables, h. Systems of size L = 51.
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Avalanche size distribution D(s|τ)
for three different values of  corresponding to the value of τ
at which the cut-off parameter λ assumes its minimum value
(see Fig. 14(b)). The continuous lines show the results of the
maximum likelihood fit for each distribution. The distribu-
tions for  = 0.46 and  = 0.48 have been shifted vertically
for clarity. Systems of size L = 51.
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Temperature dependence of (a) the
power-law exponent, κ, and (b) the cut-off, λ, of the avalanche
size distribution for heating runs. Different symbol types cor-
respond to different values of , as marked by the legend.
The vertical dashed line indicates our estimate for the critical
driving parameter for heating runs.
the scale-free behavior is robust with respect to  pro-
vided  is large enough for the system to be in regime II′
(i.e. for the system to generate enough disorder). Each
encounter with the critical manifold, implied by this sce-
nario, would mean that the system passes close to the
classical critical manifold in the corresponding system
with quenched disorder [5, 33, 34, 36]. In the language of
dynamical systems, the observed scaling may also mean
that around τc the extremely long chaotic transients pass
in the vicinity of a chaotic saddle [72].
C. Universality
We now investigate the effect of correlated non-
Gaussian disorder, h, and long-range interaction, J, on
the universality class of the observed criticality. First, we
analyze the effect of disorder by simplifying the model
assuming that the disorder is quenched; to prevent the
development of additional disorder we set γS() = ∞,
which makes the parameter  irrelevant. Assuming that h
is Gaussian quenched uncorrelated (GQU) disorder with
zero mean and standard deviation ∆G, we recover a long-
range version of an athermal random field Blume-Emery-
Griffiths model (RFBEG) [5] with interactions given by
the kernel J and a parametric dependence on τ . Nu-
merical simulations of this model driven through τ re-
veal a critical point at ∆Gc = 0.05 and τ
G
c = −0.37 (for
the cooling paths). Within numerical errors, the value
of the exponent κG evaluated at τGc coincides with the
value of κ at τc (see red circles in Fig. 14). Instead,
the maximum likelihood fits to the integrated avalanche
size distribution in our model with long-range interac-
tion, D(S) =
∫∞
−∞D(S|τ)dτ , give an exponent κ′ = 1.67
which differs from the analogous value κ′ = 1.3 obtained
in a RFBEG with short-range interactions [5]. The lat-
ter value κ′ = 1.3 is in fact compatible with the exponent
for the integrated avalanche size distribution produced by
the model in Ref. [8] where the kernel was assumed to be
anisotropic but short-ranged.
From the comparison with the quenched-disorder ver-
sion of our model and models with short-range inter-
actions, we conclude that the universality class of our
system is controlled by long-range interactions but it is
largely insensitive to the correlations in disorder. This is
in qualitative agreement with predictions of the equilib-
rium random-field Ising model with interactions J(r) ∼
r−(d+b) and disorder correlations Ch(r) ∼ r−(d−a) which
exhibits mean-field behavior for dimensionality d > du =
min(6, 3b) + max(0, a) [81]. Our model with a = b = 0
and d = 2 > du = 0 shows similar insensitivity to the
correlations of disorder. The universality class, however,
is not the same since the value κ = 1.1 for our model sig-
nificantly deviates from the value κMF = 3/2 in mean-
field theories [37, 82]. The difference may be associated
with the topology of interactions: mean-field models im-
ply a tree-like topology [36, 83–85] while our model and
other models predicting similar values for κ [86? –88]
preserve crucial short interaction loops (while remaining
long-range).
Our results correspond to a 2D system but, based on
the above considerations, we can expect that the model
can capture the universality class of at least some re-
alistic martensites with d = 3 > du = 0. In order to
compare our results with experimental data, we assume
that the size of avalanches is proportional to their en-
ergy. Experimental results on the energy distribution of
avalanches are available for the integrated distribution in
the whole range of loading [89]. In particular, the expo-
nent κ′ = 1.67 for the integrated avalanche size distribu-
tion predicted by our model is close to the value κ′exp =
1.6 (denoted as  in [89, 90]) for the avalanche energy
distribution in materials undergoing a thermally-driven
transformation from face-centered-cubic (fcc) austenite
to face-centered-tetragonal (fct) martensite [89, 90]. Ex-
periments suggest that the value of the exponent depends
on the number of martensite variants. It is encouraging
that the exponent predicted by our model with two vari-
ants is close to the exponent for an fcc-fct transition with
three variants of martensite. It is also interesting that
the experimentally obtained exponent for single-crystal
materials is the same for cooling and heating runs [90],
in agreement with our predictions for systems in regime
II′. Extending our theoretical framework to phase tran-
sitions with more variants could provide a link between
the number of variants of martensite and the universality
class.
IV. MARGINAL STABILITY
To understand the robustness of the critical behavior
in our model, we now focus on the reproductive number
R, defined as the mean number of elements becoming
unstable after the transformation of every element dur-
ing avalanches [85, 86]. Marginal stability corresponds
to R = 1 when, in average, each transforming element
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triggers a transformation in exactly one element. This
regime separates unstable (R > 1) and stable states
(R < 1) in the configuration space. Marginal stability
appears to be a generic signature of criticality [30]. The
question is whether the observed scaling in the neighbor-
hood of τc is linked to the fact that the system reaches the
state of marginal stability in the sense that it approaches
the threshold R = 1.
An analytical study of the dependence of R on τ
is a challenging task because it requires discriminating
the numbers of elements becoming unstable at different
stages of an avalanche. Therefore, we first study the
number R(1)(r|τ) of elements becoming unstable after
an element triggers an avalanche at r = (k, l) which is
more amenable to analysis. The reproductive number
changes during avalanches, being larger at the beginning
of avalanches than at the end when activity fades out [36].
Accordingly, the knowledge of R(1)(r|τ) should give an
upper bound to the mean reproductive number in com-
plete avalanches, R¯(τ). At the end of this section we
compare the semi-analytical estimates for R(1)(r|τ) with
the actual function R¯(τ) computed numerically.
A. Instability mechanisms
In our model, an instability takes place when the lo-
cal strain reaches one of the three thresholds, γAM (τ),
γMA(τ) and γS() given in Eqs. (6)-(8).
The conditions for instabilities can be described in
terms of the ‘stability’ fields (analogous to those defined
in [30, 86]):
µAM = γAM (τ)− |γ| , (14)
µMA = |γ| − γMA(τ) , (15)
µS = γS()− |γ| , (16)
which quantify the distance to the stability limits {γt; t =
AM, MA, S}. Unstable elements with respect to a tran-
sition of type t have µt < 0. While there are several
types of instabilities in our system, we argue below that
the dominating contribution to the reproductive number
is associated with the phase transition events.
The number of elements becoming unstable after the
phase transformation of an element at a site r = (k, l)
can be computed as a sum of three terms:
R(1)(r|τ) = R(1)AM(r|τ) +R(1)MA(r|τ) +R(1)S (r|τ) . (17)
The right hand side of this equation contains the mean
number of elements reaching each of the three stability
limits, {γt; t = AM, MA, S}. Each of these contributions
can be split in turn into the product of two terms:
R
(1)
AM(r|τ) = (1− q¯(τ))U (1)AM(r|τ) , (18)
R
(1)
MA(r|τ) = q¯(τ)U (1)MA(r|τ) , (19)
R
(1)
S (r|τ) = q¯(τ)U (1)S (r|τ) . (20)
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FIG. 17. (Color online) Mean fraction of elements in marten-
site for cooling runs in systems of size L = 51. Data are ob-
tained by averaging the value of q at given τ over 105 cycles
during super-transients. Different symbols correspond to dif-
ferent values of  in the regime with super-transient behavior,
as marked by the legend.
Here, q¯(τ) is the fraction of elements in martensite at
given τ averaged over transformation cycles, see Fig. 17.
The quantities U
(1)
t (r|τ) give the maximum number of
elements becoming unstable after an element at r under-
goes a configuration change of type t = AM, MA, S.
Now, we can write
U
(1)
t (r|τ) =
∑
r′ 6=r
∫ |δγr,r′ |
0
Dt(µt|τ)dµt , (21)
for t = AM, MA, S. Here {Dt(µt|τ); t = AM, MA, S}
are the probability density functions (PDFs) for the sta-
bility fields µt at given τ .
The upper limit δγr,r′ of the integral in Eq. (21) corre-
sponds to the change of relative elastic strain experienced
by an element at r′ = (i, j) after the configuration change
of an element at site r = (k, l). Based on Eq. (9), we can
write:
|δγr,r′ | =
{
|Jr,r′ | if phase change at r,
(−1 − 2)|Jr,r′ | if slip at r ,
(22)
where {Jr,r′} = {Ji,j,k,l} is a more economical notation
for the kernel elements. Elastic strain changes associ-
ated with elements undergoing slip are smaller by a fac-
tor (−1 − 2) compared to those associated with phase
changes. For systems with relatively large  & 0.35 where
slip disorder is unlocked (i.e. for systems in regimes II
and II′), the number of elements becoming unstable after
a phase change (Eq. (21)) is then significantly larger than
after a slip event. The phase transition events are there-
fore the main contributors to U
(1)
t (r|τ) and R(1)t (r|τ).
Note also that avalanches are necessarily triggered by
one or more elements changing phase; avalanches cannot
start with a slip event in our thermally-driven model. In-
deed, the absence of thermally activated events implies
that an avalanche can only be induced by changing the
driving parameter τ which in turn can only induce phase
transitions (recall that in Eqs.(6)-(8) only the stability
limits for phase transitions γAM(τ) and γMA(τ) depend
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on τ). Therefore in what follows we focus exclusively on
the analysis of instabilities triggered by elements under-
going a phase change.
B. Simplified model
We start with the analysis of a simplified analytical
model to study the main factors responsible for the de-
pendence of R(1)(r|τ) on the driving parameter τ .
Note that the definition of stability limits implies com-
pact, τ -dependent support for Dt(µt|τ). More precisely,
the stability fields can take values only in a finite interval:
µt ∈ [0, µmaxt (τ)],
where
µmaxt (τ) =
{
γAM(τ) = τ +
1
2 if t =AM
γS()− γMA(τ) = −1−12 − τ if t =MA, S .
(23)
Now, since the interaction kernel Jr,r′ decays with dis-
tance, r = |r − r′|, as J0/r2, we know that |δγr,r′ | ∼
J0/r
2 (see Eq. (22)). We can then approximate the
cumulative probability density function Ft(|δγr,r′ | |τ) =∫ |δγr,r′ |
0
Dt(µt|τ)dµt by the expression
F˜t(|δγr,r′ | |τ) =
{
Ft(J0r
−2|τ) if r >√J0µmaxt (τ)
1 if r ≤√J0µmaxt (τ) .
(24)
Hence, the maximum number of unstable elements trig-
gered by a localized phase change from austenite to
martensite can be approximated by the expression
U
(1)
t (r|τ) ∼ Û (1)t (τ) ≡
∫ L
1
drrF˜t(|δγr,r′ | |τ)
=
1
2
[
J0µ
max
t (τ)− 1
+ J0
∫ 1/µmaxt (τ)
0
dx
Ft(x|τ)
x2
]
, (25)
where we assumed large system size and replaced L−1 by
zero in the lower limit of the last integral. If we now, fol-
lowing [30, 86], assume that for relatively small µ we can
approximate the distribution of ‘stabilities’ by a power-
law,
Dt(µt|τ) ∼ Ct(τ)µαt(τ)t , (26)
we obtain an explicit approximation for the maximum
number of elements triggered by an elements undergoing
a phase transformation:
Û
(1)
t (τ) ∼

1
2
[
J0µ
max
t (τ)− 1
+
J0Ct(τ)
αt(τ)
(µmaxt (τ))
−αt(τ)
] if αt > 0
∞ if αt ≤ 0 .
(27)
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FIG. 18. (Color online) Probability density functions for the
stability fields (a) µAM, (b) µMA and (c) µS in a system with
L = 51 and  = 0.48. Different symbol types correspond to
different values of the driving parameter, τ , as marked by the
legend.
From this expression we see that Û
(1)
t (τ) is finite if αt(τ)
is positive. The condition αt(τ) > 0 is typical for sys-
tems with long-range interaction [91] and it is less re-
strictive than the stability condition, αt(τ) ≥ 1, for mod-
els with mean-field interaction such as the Sherrington-
Kirkpatrick model [86].
This simple model illustrates the competing influences
on the reproductive number R(1)(r|τ) of the phase frac-
tions described by q¯(τ), and the distribution of ‘sta-
bilities’, Dt(µt|τ), through the functions Û (1)t (τ) (see
Eqs. (17)-(21)). Below we give numerical support for the
power-law approximation of the distribution of stabilities
Dt(µt; τ) (see Eq. (26)). We then find approximate an-
alytical expressions for Û
(1)
t (τ) and compare them with
numerical results.
C. Distribution of stabilities
The numerically obtained stability distributions
Dt(µt|τ) for cooling runs (during super-transients) are
illustrated in Fig. 18 for several values of τ and  =
0.48. Figure 19 shows the distributions DAM(µAM|τ) and
DS(µS|τ) at τc for several values of .
One can see that for the values of the driving param-
eter close to τc, where most of the activity occurs (see
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FIG. 19. (Color online) Probability density functions (a)
DAM(µAM|τ) and (b) DS(µS|τ) for stability variables at τc =
−0.385 during cooling runs in systems of size L = 51. The
inset shows the exponent αS obtained by fitting a power-law
DS(µS|τ) ∼ CS(τ)µαS(τ)S for small values of µS.
Fig. 17), the two stability distributions for phase transi-
tions, DAM(µ|τ) and DMA(µ|τ), can be approximated
by a power-law for sufficiently small values of µ (see
Figs. 18(a), 18(b) and 19(a)). Moreover, DAM(µAM|τ)
increases with µAM up to the limit µ
max
AM (τ) = τ + 1/2,
which means that a power-law dependence
DAM(µAM|τ) ∼ CAM(τ)µαAM(τ)AM
gives a reasonable approximation for most of the interval
[0, µmaxAM (τ)]. The leading term in Eq. (27) is then
Û
(1)
AM(τ) ∼ (τ + 1/2)−αAM(τ) . (28)
This approximation predicts a strong increase of
Û
(1)
AM(τ) when decreasing τ which is supported by exact
numerical results for U
(1)
AM(r|τ). The numbers U (1)t (r|τ)
can be determined exactly from Eq. (21) using the nu-
merical results for the PDFs of the stability variables,
Dt(µt|τ), and the interaction kernel {Jr,r′}. In order to
compare U
(1)
AM(r|τ) with Eq. (28), we use the mean value
of U
(1)
AM(r|τ) obtained by averaging over all the elements
in the system:
〈U (1)AM〉(τ) = L−2
∑
r
U
(1)
AM(r|τ).
Figure 20(a) shows that 〈U (1)AM〉(τ) indeed exhibits a
strong increase for decreasing τ , as predicted by our ap-
proximation in Eq. (28).
Figures 18(c) and 19(b) also support a power-law ap-
proximation for
DS(µS|τ) ∼ CS(τ)µαS(τ)S ,
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FIG. 20. (Color online) Mean maximum number of elements
becoming unstable with respect to the (a) AM and (b) S sta-
bility limits as a consequence of the phase transition from
austenite to martensite of any element in the system. Note
the log-normal scales in (a). The system size is L = 51.
at least for small values of µ and τ around τc. The expo-
nent αS(τ) decreases with increasing  (see the inset in
Fig. 19(b)) which means that the relative fraction of el-
ements in martensite that are close to the stability limit
for slip increases with increasing . This is in agreement
with the fact that phase transformations in systems with
larger value of  generate more plasticity. A power-law
approximation is not as accurate for Û
(1)
S (τ) as it is for
Û
(1)
AM(τ) since the decay of DS(µS|τ) for large µS extends
over a wider interval than the decay of DAM(µAM|τ).
In spite of that, at low temperatures (expansion around
τ = −1/2), the power-law approximation,
Û
(1)
S (τ) ∼ (αS(τ))−1 + 1/2 + τ,
gives the leading contribution. This conclusion is based
on the fact that CS(τc) ∼ 103  1 for every  in regime II′
(estimated from the curves in Fig. 19(b)). The increasing
trend of the approximated Û
(1)
S (τ) for increasing τ is in
qualitative agreement with the numerical results for
〈U (1)S 〉(τ) = L−2
∑
r
U
(1)
S (r|τ)
presented in Fig. 20(b).
For cooling runs, the number U
(1)
MA(r|τ) of elements un-
dergoing the inverse transition from martensite to austen-
ite is negligible since DMA(µMA|τ) takes very small val-
ues in the interval of integration in (21), see. Fig. 18(b).
From Eq. (19) we then conclude that R
(1)
MA(r|τ) is negli-
gible. This means that during cooling runs elements do
not become unstable with respect to the inverse transi-
tion from martensite to austenite.
To summarize, our approximate calculations suggest
that the behavior of the function Û
(1)
t (τ) can be quali-
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FIG. 21. (Color online) Contributions to the mean repro-
ductive number of elements reaching the (a) AM and (b) S
stability limits as a consequence of the phase transition from
austenite to martensite of any triggering elements in a system
of size L = 51.
tatively captured based on the knowledge of the depen-
dence of the limits of stability of the energy wells on
the loading parameter τ . From Eqs. (17)-(20) it is then
clear that in our model the behavior of the reproductive
number is largely controlled by the interplay between the
phase fractions and the limits of stability.
D. Reproductive number
We can now describe the degree of stability of our con-
figurations through the reproductive number averaged
over all the elements,
〈R(1)t 〉(τ) = L−2
∑
r
R
(1)
t (r|τ) .
The analysis is based on Eqs. (18)-(20) which express
〈R(1)t 〉(τ) in terms of the mean fraction of elements in
the martensitic phase, q¯(τ), and the maximum number
of triggered elements, 〈U (1)t (τ)〉.
For elements undergoing an austenite-martensite phase
change, the fast growth of 〈U (1)AM(τ)〉 for decreasing τ
competes with the decay of 1 − q¯(τ) (cf. Figs. 20(a)
and 17). As a result the reproductive number averaged
over elements, 〈R(1)AM〉(τ) = (1−q¯(τ))〈U (1)AM〉(τ), exhibits a
peak for values of τ close to τc = −0.385 (see Fig. 21(a)).
This peak is an indication that a state of marginal stabil-
ity may be reached around τc, however, no quantitative
conclusion can be stated at this point since 〈R(1)AM〉(τ)
overestimates the reproductive number, R.
For elements undergoing slip, 〈U (1)S 〉(τ) displays a weak
dependence on τ in the interval with τ . −0.3 where q¯ >
0. The behavior of 〈R(1)S 〉(τ) = q¯(τ)〈U (1)S 〉(τ) is therefore
-0.5 -0.45 -0.4 -0.35 -0.3
τ
0
0.5
1
R(
τ)
τ
c
FIG. 22. (Color online) Mean reproductive number R¯(τ)
for individual avalanches during cooling runs in long series of
thermal cycles for a system of size L = 51 with  = 0.48. The
shaded region indicates the standard deviation of R¯(τ).
dominated by the increase of q¯(τ) with decreasing τ , see
Fig. 21b.
Note that both 〈U (1)S 〉(τ) and 〈R(1)S 〉(τ) increase with
 (see Figs. 20(b) and 21(b)). This agrees with the fact
that the ability of a system to generate transformation-
induced slip increases when it approaches the reconstruc-
tive limit,  = 1/2, where the stability limit for slip van-
ishes (γS = 0, see Eq. (8)). It is interesting, however,
that the specific amount of slip generated by systems
with  & 0.45 (i.e. those in regime II′ which exhibit
critical behavior) does not have a significant effect on el-
ements undergoing phase transition. This is clear from
Figs. 20(a) and 21(a) which show a negligible dependence
of 〈U (1)AM〉(τ) and 〈R(1)AM〉(τ) on . Behind this is the fact
that slip deformations produce very small elastic strain
changes, |δγr,r′ |, and despite being potentially numer-
ous, are unlikely to trigger phase changes from austenite
to martensite. Note that q¯(τ) is also largely independent
of  in the regime II′, see Fig. 17.
To check our semi-analytic results numerically, we de-
fine the mean value of R in individual avalanches (during
cooling runs) as
R¯(τ) =
1
T − 1
T −1∑
t=1
NAM(t+ 1|τ)
NAM(t|τ) ,
where NAM(t|τ) is the number of elements undergoing
the austenite-martensite transformation at time step t
during an avalanche at driving field τ . T is the du-
ration of the avalanche which in our synchronous dy-
namics is given by the number of simultaneous updates
of transforming elements during an avalanche. The re-
sults, shown in Fig. 22, confirm the existence of a peak
around τc and the closeness of this peak to the value
R¯(τ) = 1 implies that the stability around this point is
only marginal. Comparison of Fig. 21(b) and Fig. 22 con-
firms the claim that the reproductive number at the onset
of an avalanche, 〈R(1)AM〉(τ), predicts the general trend of
the mean reproductive number in individual avalanches,
R¯(τ), while overestimating the numerical value.
The fact that R¯(τ) exhibits a peak and approaches
marginal stability only locally in temperature, suggests
that the mechanism of self-organization to criticality in
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our model is different from the one in systems where
R = 1 over an extended range of values of the driv-
ing parameter [30]. Such extended marginality has been
reported, for instance, for the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick
model [86, 92] and for models of amorphous solids [88, 91]
and dislocation dynamics [50–52]. Instead of getting
locked at a critical manifold as in these systems, ours
approaches it at times just to be carried away again by
the periodic driving. The observed behavior is also differ-
ent from the critical self-organized avalanche oscillations
under monotone driving studied in [93]. The specificity
of our system may be due to the particular nature of
thermal driving which is not conjugate to the order pa-
rameter (deformation in our case). In contrast, the driv-
ing parameter in systems exhibiting extended marginal-
ity is conjugate to the order parameter. For instance,
the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model is driven by a mag-
netic field which is conjugate to the magnetization; the
driving in models for deformation of amorphous solids or
dislocation dynamics is the stress which is conjugate to
the deformation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a simple model showing that a sys-
tem with periodically driven structural phase transforma-
tions may operate in a regime where a critical manifold is
approached robustly. The model shows that the intrin-
sic tuning to criticality of the first-order phase transi-
tion can be provided by a co-evolving non-order parame-
ter field describing correlated transformation-induced de-
fects. The proposed mechanism is in line with the ab-
stract sweeping paradigm [43, 94] which postulates that
a suitable coupling between the primary and secondary
order parameters can lead to robust scaling. Our model
specifies how such coupling can operate in solids under-
going structural transformations. In this way, the model
explains the scale-free avalanche behavior through recur-
rent encounters with a critical manifold.
The primary order parameter in our framework is as-
sociated with the martensitic transformation (field s)
while the secondary corresponds to the transformation-
induced slip (field d). The slip field plays the role of
a non-Gaussian, spatially-correlated annealed random
field, which affects the phase transition. The degree of
coupling between the phase transformation and the slip
increases with the transformation strain . Interpreting
the slip as a disorder acting on the phase transition vari-
ables is possible since slip is unlikely to trigger phase
changes.
We distinguish four regimes depending on the value of
. Regime I corresponds to systems with  . 0.3 in which
the phase transition is weak in the sense that it does not
induce any plasticity. Regime I′ corresponds to systems
with 0.3 .  . 0.35 which can generate some slip at the
beginning but dislocations remain trapped afterwards.
Regime II corresponds to values of the transformation
strain in the interval 0.35 .  . 0.45 where slip disorder
co-evolves with the phase transition. In this regime the
avalanche size distribution becomes progressively closer
to a power-law as  increases. However, there is still a
characteristic peak at large avalanche sizes.
In the most interesting regime II′, corresponding to
 & 0.45, the system generates enough disorder to ap-
proach a critical manifold at specific values of the driv-
ing parameter (τc and τ
h
c , for cooling and heating runs,
respectively). The intermittent closeness to the critical
manifold is robust in the sense that it is not sensitive to
the specific value of . In this regime, the chaotic super-
transients for slip disorder are extremely long (ns > 10
5)
and it is of interest to study their possible transition to a
stable cycle. Another challenge is to perform the finite-
size scaling analysis sharpening our numerical estimates
for the critical exponents and specifying the scaling func-
tions. An important challenge in this respect from a com-
putational viewpoint is to efficiently deal with long-range
interactions.
Our results suggest that many shape-memory alloys
with close-to-reconstructive transitions [71] (i.e. materi-
als operating in regimes II or II′) should not be treated
as purely elastic. Instead, they can be expected to ex-
hibit ‘breathing’ microscopic disorder under cyclic ther-
mal loading, with very long shakedown transients and
critical avalanching only at critical values of the tem-
perature. The proposed coupling between phase transi-
tion and disorder therefore appear to be unifying conflict-
ing interpretations of criticality in such first-order phase
transitions [8, 9]. However, more detailed experimental
studies are necessary to affirm this interpretation. In par-
ticular, it would be interesting to check if the electrical
resistivity results in Ref. [9] are corroborated by acoustic
emission or calorimetry experiments in thermally-driven
martensites. An even more fundamental experimental
challenge would be to directly identify the slip disorder
in these materials and to study its evolution during ther-
mal cycling.
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Appendix A: Minimization of the energy and elastic
kernel
In this Appendix, we present details about the mini-
mization of the energy of the ensemble of mesoscopic ele-
ments subject to the compatibility constraints and derive
the interaction kernel J.
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Our starting point is the functional:
Φ˜ = Φ−
L−1∑
i,j=1
ζi,j(αi,j+1 − αi,j − βi+1,j + βi,j) , (A1)
where Φ is the energy of the system given by Eq. (2)
and {ζi,j} are Lagrange multipliers to account for the
compatibility constraints given by Eq. (1).
The stationary points of (A1) are given by the follow-
ing equations:
cαi,j + ζi,j(1− δj,L)− ζi,j−1(1− δj,1) = 0,
i = 1, . . . , L− 1, j = 1, . . . , L (A2)
βi,j − wi,j − ζi,j(1− δi,L) + ζi−1,j(1− δi,1) = 0,
i = 1, . . . , L, j = 1, . . . , L− 1 (A3)
αi,j+1 − αi,j − βi+1,j + βi,j = 0,
i, j = 1, . . . , L− 1, (A4)
where wi,j = si,j + di,j and δi,j is the Kronecker delta
which is 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. The set of equa-
tions (A2)-(A4) defines a closed system for the strain
variables: {αi,j , i = 1, . . . , L − 1, j = 1, . . . , L} and
{βi,j , i = 1, . . . , L, j = 1, . . . , L− 1}.
For i ≤ L − 1, Eq. (A3) can be solved recursively for
ζi,j as a function of {βi,j}:
ζi,j =
i∑
k=1
(βk,j − wk,j), i, j = 1, . . . , L− 1 . (A5)
For i = L, one obtains βL,j − wL,j = −ζL−1,j which,
using Eq. (A5), gives
L∑
k=1
(βk,j − wk,j) = 0 . (A6)
Introducing Eq. (A5) into Eq. (A2) allows αi,j to be
given in terms of βi,j for i, j = 1, . . . , L− 1 as follows:
cαi,j =(1− δj,1)
i∑
k=1
(βk,j−1 − wk,j−1)
− (1− δj,L)
i∑
k=1
(βk,j − wk,j).
(A7)
Using Eq. (A7) to express αi,j+1 and αi,j as a func-
tion of the strains {βi,j} in the compatibility condition,
Eq. (A4), leads to a set of equations for the equilibrium
branches that relate βi,j to wi,j for i, j = 1, . . . , L− 1 as
follows:
i∑
k=1
(2− δj+1,1 − δj,L)(βk,j − wk,j)−
−
i∑
k=1
(1− δj+1,L)(βk,j+1 − wk,j+1)−
−
i∑
k=1
(1− δj,1)(βk,j−1 − wk,j−1) = c(βi+1,j − βi,j) .
(A8)
At this stage, it is technically convenient to sort the ele-
ments in lexicographic order in such a way that the Carte-
sian coordinates (i, j) are given in terms of a single label
p = i+(j−1)L that takes values p = 1, 2, . . . L× (L−1).
With this notation, a second-order tensor with compo-
nents {ai,j} can be represented as a vector with com-
ponents ap=i+(j−1)L = ai,j . Similarly, the components
{ai,j,k,l} of a fourth-order tensor are represented by a
matrix with elements ap=i+(j−1)L,q=k+(l−1)L = ai,j,k,l.
Combining expression (A8) and the closure relation
(A6) gives a determined system of equations for the strain
fields {βi,j , i = 1, . . . , L, j = 1, . . . , L− 1} which can be
recast in matrix form as follows:
A (β −w) = cBβ . (A9)
Here, w and β are lexicographic vectors with L(L − 1)
components. A is an [L(L− 1)]× [L(L− 1)] block tridi-
agonal matrix (of (L− 1)× (L− 1) blocks),
A =

T1 −T2 0 0 · · · 0
−T2 T1 −T2 0 · · · 0
0 −T2 T1 −T2 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 0 −T2 T1
 , (A10)
where T1 and T2 are L× L matrices defined as follows:
T1 =

2 0 0 · · · 0 0
2 2 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
2 2 2 · · · 2 0
1 1 1 · · · 1 1
 , (A11)
T2 =

1 0 0 · · · 0 0
1 1 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
1 1 1 · · · 1 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 0
 . (A12)
The matrix B in Eq. (A9) is a block-diagonal matrix
with [L(L− 1)]× [L(L− 1)] elements made of (L− 1)×
(L− 1) blocks:
B =

Q 0 0 · · · 0
0 Q 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · Q
 , (A13)
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where, Q is an L× L matrix defined as follows:
Q =

−1 1 0 · · · 0 0
0 −1 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 · · · −1 1
0 0 0 · · · 0 0
 . (A14)
The last row of the matrices T1, T2, and Q ensures that
the closure relation (A6) is satisfied.
Finally, straightforward algebraic manipulations with
Eq. (A9), that use the relation between the elastic strain
and the relative elastic strain, γ = (β − w)−1, lead to
Eq. (9) with the kernel J =
(
I− cA−1B)−1 − I. Here
I is the unit matrix with elements {Ip,q = δp,q; p, q =
1, . . . L× (L− 1)}.
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